In his seminal essay "Projective/Verse," Charles Olson rails against "that verse which print bred" (386). Though Olson offers an alternative to this cold, impersonal, and musically dead verse, his alternative-projective verse-does not forget the written word, just as it does not forget sound, for projective verse is, Olson insists, rooted in "the breathing of a man who writes" (386). No doubt picture books have their roots in print, Comenius's lovely Orbis Sensualium Pictus (1658) providing a model for the intersection of image and word that has yet to be completely shaken. This group of essays concerns the books that print bred, from the earliest and most elastic and enduring picture book form, the alphabet book, to what Charles Hatfi eld calls the "dense, encyclopedic texts" Aliki has been producing over the last forty years. In this trio of papers, we examine the materiality of these texts, and how that materiality dictates form.
Next, in "Narrative vs. Non-narrative Demands, or, Comic Art and Fragmentation in Aliki's How a Book is Made," Charles Hatfi eld deals more broadly with issues of narrative, image, and text. Hatfi eld reads Aliki's How a Book is Made, an elaborately designed primer on book-making. Eschewing conventional narrative, Aliki's text, like those of many alphabet books, constantly reminds readers that they are holding a made object, one employing multiple type-faces-hand-lettered and typeset-even as it incorporates semiotic codes from a variety of print domains.
The last paper is Michael Heyman's "The Performative Letter, from Medieval to Modern," which historicizes performative and constantive conceptions of the alphabet, arguing that, historically, these models developed alongside one another. Heyman reads nineteenth-century poet Edward Lear as subverting both of these models well before the postmodern alphabets discussed in Karen Coats's award-winning essay "P is for Patriarchy."
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